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November 24th, 2020 

 

To whom it may concern, 

  

This letter is to acknowledge the efficiency and high quality of the software development services 
provided by Indrivo SRL, in the framework of UNDP Moldova’s EDMITE Project. 

“Enhancing democracy in Moldova through inclusive and transparent elections” (EDMITE / phase I) has 
set the overall goal to achieve an enhanced transparency and inclusiveness of the electoral process in 
Moldova through a modernized IT system, improved legislation and intensified public participation, 
addressing the root causes of the current challenges hampering the further development of the 
democracy and the advancement of the electoral process in the Republic of Moldova. 

In this context, the Project has contracted Indrivo SRL to support the Central Electoral Commission in 
the development of the ITSS “Register of Electoral Officials”.  

Developed as a new module of the SAISE (State Automated Informational System “Elections”), the 
Register of Electoral Officials represents a practical HR management tool that facilitates the evidence 
of all electoral officials involved in the elections process. 

Throughout the collaboration with EDMITE Project, the Indrivo team has proven a high level of 
professionalism, commitment and efficiency, remaining flexible and results-oriented. 

Consultations provided by the company team and direct interactions with the CEC’s IT and Election 
Management Departments have been highly praised and resulted in a successful implementation of the 
assignment. 

The services have been provided by the following Indrivo key experts: 

 Nicolae Badareu / Project Manager 

 Ion Rudi / Business Analyst 

 Alexandru Donici / Senior Developer 

 Cristian Plesca / Team Leader 

 Leonid Potinga / Back-end Developer 

 Alexandru Levinschi / FE Developer 

 Ana Panioglo / QA and tester. 

In conclusion, it is our pleasure to recommend Indrivo SRL as a reliable partner for complex and 
challenging IT consultancy, software development and re-engineering projects. 

 

Sincerely, 

Dorin Toma / Senior Project Officer / EDMITE Project 

UNDP Moldova 
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